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WARRANTY

· � x ��V Portable Travel Oven

· � x �� Amp Heavy Duty Connector to ��V/Merit Plug Adaptor

· � x Removable Mesh Shelves

· � x Stainless Steel Mounting Brackets

· � x Owners Manual

KIT INCLUDES

��V PORTABLE TRAVEL OVEN

Our product is guaranteed to be free from quality and manufacturing defects for a period of ��
months.

If your product becomes defective during this period, SRGS PTY LTD will offer you either a 
replacement, credit or refund where a product is faulty; wrongly described; different from the 
sample shown to you or do not do what they are supposed to do.

This warranty will not cover substantially modified product; misuse or abuse of the product 
contrary to user instructions or packaging label; change of mind and normal wear and tear.

Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You 
are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation for any other 
reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced 
if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and failure does not amount to a major failure.

To claim the warranty, take the product to the front Service Desk of your nearest store of purchase. 
You will need to show receipt or other proof of purchase. Additional information may be required to 
process your claim. Should you not be able to provide proof of purchase with a receipt or bank 
statement, identification showing name, address and signature may be required to process your 
claim.

Any expenses relating to the return of your product to the store will normally have to be paid by 
you. For online store purchases, SRGS PTY LTD will pay for the return freight for any product 
assessed as having a major failure.

The benefits to the customer given by this warranty are in addition to other rights and remedies of 
the Australian Consumer Law in relation to the goods or services to which this warranty relates.

This warranty is provided by SRGS PTY LTD, � Coulthards Avenue, Strathpine QLD ����, 
Australia. Phone: ���� ��� ���.
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��A Replaceable
inline fuse protection

Up to ���°C
adjustable temperature

Stainless steel insulated housing
including door insulation

Up to ��� minutes adjustable
timer with audible alarm function

� x Removable mesh shelves

Three plug configurations - ��V,
�� Amp connector and Merit

� x Stainless steel
mounting brackets

Stainless steel locking latch

KEY FEATURES

��V PORTABLE TRAVEL OVEN
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

POWER SUPPLY

�.  Your oven comes with a set of mounting brackets that can be used to securely attach it in your
 vehicle. There are slots at the top and bottom of the oven allowing you to secure it to a shelf or�. 
 roof of your vehicle. Simply insert the two prongs into the slots in the side of the oven and screw�. 
 the brackets down. Periodically check the attachment to ensure it has not become loose.�. 

Setting up and installation of your  is simple. Once you have Ridge Ryder ��V Portable Travel Oven
decided which plug configuration you will be using for your power supply, simply plug in your Ridge 
Ryder ��V Portable Travel Oven, set your temperature gauge to the desired temperature, turn the 
timer switch on for the time you will need to cook. After preheating the oven, put your food in.

SETUP

On the front of the oven is an “ON” indicator light. This light will only illuminate when the following 
criteria are met:
�. There is power reaching the oven.
�. The oven timer is switched “ON” and is counting down, and/or
�. The temperature gauge is switched “ON”.
The oven is fitted with a thermostat so if the desired temperature is met then the light will 
go off, as it is not heating anymore, until the temperature drops and the element comes on.

As most vehicles’ ��V plugs are designed to take a maximum of �� Amp, this oven is close to the 
limit at �.� Amp. It is suggested that you hard wire it to your battery using the  �� Amp heavy duty 
connector. If you are using the oven regularly or if the ��V socket is old, worn or loose then there is 
a higher chance of failure, especially when driving on rough or uneven ground. The �� Amp heavy 
duty connector provides a superior connection and will reduce the chance of a poor connection 
heating up and potentially melting the ��V/Merit plugs. The oven cord is fitted with an inline ��A 
blade type fuse as well as a secondary ��A glass type fuse within the ��V/Merit plug. If either fuse 
does blow then there is most likely a problem that you should diagnose and rectify before replacing 
the fuse.

This  runs from a �� volt power supply only. The oven will Ridge Ryder ��V Portable Travel Oven
draw �.� Amp / ��� Watts when it is operating fully. 
There are three plug configurations to operate your oven: ��V, �� Amp heavy duty connector 
and Merit.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

��V PORTABLE TRAVEL OVEN
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WARNING!
This , its outer surfaces and contents that have been in the Ridge Ryder ��V Portable Travel Oven
oven may be hot. Ensure that appropriate precautions are taken before handling the oven, its outer 
surfaces or contents.

This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical,
sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given
supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.

Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.



COOKING

What you put in the  significantly affects the amount of time Ridge Ryder ��V Portable Travel Oven
it takes to cook. The time required to cook a roast is not always the same. Even in your home it will 
take �.� hours to cook at �kg pork roast but it will take �.� hours to cook a �kg roast. So if you put � 
frozen pies into the oven it will take longer than � defrosted pies. Similarly, if you put in � frozen 
pies it will also take longer than the � frozen ones. A few good rules of thumb are to try not to 
overload the oven and try to defrost the items before putting them in. Also, rotate them between
the top and bottom shelves and the front and back throughout the cook.

We recommend that you do not over-fill the oven, which reduces air flow, and that you rotate your
food between shelves and on the shelves throughout the cooking time to avoid hot spots. Food in
mesh shelves and foil or similar coverings can be placed directly onto the bottom of the oven.
However, you should check it regularly as it is easy to burn food using this method. If you are
reheating or cooking frozen food we suggest that you rotate your food between shelves and on the
shelves throughout the cooking time to avoid the outside burning before the middle is defrosted. 

Set your  to the desired temperature with ���˚C the Ridge Ryder ��V Portable Travel Oven
approximate maximum temperature. Many modern recipes and instructions provide cooking time 
for a fan forced oven. As the  is not fan forced it will take Ridge Ryder ��V Portable Travel Oven
longer to create similar results. To achieve the best results, we suggest you preheat the oven for 
��-�� minutes, especially if you are cooking with fresh ingredients. To give you a rough idea it will 
take you about �� minutes preheating for the oven to get to ���˚C. The Ridge Ryder ��V Portable 
Travel Oven’s heat source is on the bottom of the inside of the oven and heat is transferred 
throughout the oven itself through conduction of the metal and convection in the air.

�.  The oven is insulated on � sides using cotton insulation. This should keep the outside
  temperature below ��˚C, although this can vary depending on the ambient temperature. The�.
 door is insulated through a double wall which only allows convection to heat it up.�. 

�.  The oven does not require any ventilation at the rear, sides, top or bottom and as such can
safely be recessed.�.  

�.  If the oven is ‘rattling’ when you are driving, when the oven and mesh shelves are cool, you can
gently pinch down the arms on the sides of the mesh shelves so that they hold tightly onto the�.  
arms inside the oven.�.  

· Always unplug the unit prior to cleaning.

· Do not immerse the unit in any liquid.

· When cleaning, use a cloth, brush or sponge with water and mild detergent.

· Do not use metal scouring pads.

CLEANUP

��V PORTABLE TRAVEL OVEN
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�.  The mesh shelves can slide in and out of the oven making it easier for you to reach your food.
Be aware that the mesh shelves can get very hot and appropriate hand protection should be�.  
used when handling them.�.  



��V PORTABLE TRAVEL OVEN

SPECIFICATIONS

Interior: 
Exterior: L��� x W��� x H���mm

L��� x W��� x H���mm

��V DC

��� Watt

�.� Amp

�� - ���°C

�� - ��� Minutes

��A Blade Type

Cotton

Stainless Steel

�.��kg

OVERALL SIZES

MAXIMUM VOLTAGE

OUTPUT WATTAGE

MAXIMUM AMPERAGE DRAW

TEMPERATURE RANGE

OVEN TIMER

FUSE TYPE

INSULATION

CASING

NET WEIGHT
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PLU: ������
CODE: PTO��-SCA

Manufactured and Packaged for
SRGS PTY. LTD.

ABN �� ��� ��� ���
� Coulthards Avenue, Strathpine,

Queensland ����, Australia.

MADE IN CHINA.
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